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Experts: We must look beyond 
Malaysian market  

KUALA LUMPUR: AEC? OBOR? TPP? These are the ABCs of attending an 

economic conferences which participants should be familiar with. 

They are examples of acronyms that cropped up frequently during the 10 

Economic Strategic Directions conference held at Wisma MCA yesterday. 

For the uninitiated, they refer to the Asean Economic Community, China’s One Belt 

One Road’s initiative and the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement. 

Conference speakers from various fields ranging from logistics to academic to civil 

service spoke of the need to look beyond the Malaysian market. 

PKT Logistics Group CEO Datuk Michael Tio said Malaysia could take the lead in 

Asean logistics. 

As Singapore’s Logistics Performance Index continued to slip in the past six years, 

another country should step up to take up the logistics leader’s mantle, he said. 

“Logistics in Malaysia right now contributes to only 3.7% of our GDP. If Malaysia 

wants to become the next Asean logistics hub, we would need logistics to 

contribute to at least 6% of the GDP. 

“That means we need around 42,000 logisticians in Malaysia by 2020,” he said, 

adding that there were currently only about 20,000 of such workers. 

The next step, Tio said, was to make the flow of goods and services much more 

efficient in Malaysia and to lower the cost. 
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“We are competing with three very strong neighbours in the region – Thailand, 

Indonesia and Singapore. If logistics costs are high, who would invest in Malaysia?” 

he asked. 

One of the success stories in logistics was that of four-year-old Grab, the ride-

sharing app that has penetrated 30 cities in six Asean countries. 

Its country head Jaygan Fu Ponnudurai said the company was founded when they 

realised women did not have a safe way to commute home in the wee hours. 

“I think there is one thing every entrepreneur here shares - if there is a problem, 

there is an opportunity,” he said. 

Despite its early days of having to convince taxi drivers to participate, Grab now 

operates several services including GrabCar and GrabBike in addition to GrabTaxi, 

he said. 

The conference concluded with the signing of memoranda of understanding 

between MCA Youth, the eBusiness Association Malaysia and the Shenzhen 

Chuantai Investment and Development Co Ltd as well as between the Pan-

Malaysia Lorry Owner’s Association and the Asean Trucking Federation. 

The 10 Economic Strategic Direction is a brainchild of MCA president Datuk Seri 

Liow Tiong Lai.  

As part of MCA’s efforts to transform the party, it is a platform to consult industry 

players and experts to formulate and execute Malaysia’s economic roadmap. 

With its first conference held in 2015, the theme for the conference this year was 

“Conquering the New Economic Frontier: Empowering Youths” with specific focus 

on areas such as logistics and e-commerce.  

It was attended by more than 900 participants.  
 


